Solution 1H NMR study of the heme cavity and folding topology of the abbreviated chain 118-residue globin from the cyanobacterium Nostoc commune.
The globin from the cyanobacterium Nostoc commune, abbreviated GlbN, which appears to serve as a part of a terminal oxidase rather than as a respiratory pigment, displays relatively normal O2 binding properties, despite the highly abbreviated polypeptide chain, (118 residues) relative to more conventional globins [Thorsteinsson, M. V. , Bevan, D. R., Potts, M., Dou, Y., Eich, R. F., Hargrove, M. S., Gibson, Q. H., and Olson, J. S. (1999) Biochemistry 38, 2117-2126]. The nature of the heme cavity and the general folding topology of this cyanoglobin were investigated by solution 1H NMR to establish the extent to which, and the manner in which, this compact globin adheres to the standard globin fold. This represents by far the smallest globin subjected to structural analysis. The paramagnetic cyanomet derivative was selected because its characteristically large magnetic anisotropy imparts significant dipolar shifts which both improve resolution to greatly facilitate assignments and serve as indicators of the folding topology of the globin. Identification of the axial His 70 and highly conserved Phe 35 (CD1) determined the absolute orientation of the heme and proximal His. Sequential assignments of four helical and one loop segments, which exhibit dipolar contacts to the heme and among each other, confirm the presence of well-conserved F, G, and H helices and the FG corner. The majority of the abbreviation of the chain relative to the more conventional length globins is accommodated in the A-D helices, of which the last is completely missing. The distal residue which provides a H-bond to bound ligand is identified as Gln 43, but the expected helical position E7 could not be confirmed. His 46, placed at position E10, is found to adopt alternate orientations into, and out of, the heme cavity depending on protonation state, suggesting the presence of a Bohr effect at low pH. It is shown that the dipolar shifts exhibited by backbone protons for the assigned residues conform well to those observed for other cyanomet globins and further support a conserved Mb fold. Perturbed medium-range dipolar contacts and the pH-independent backbone proton lability of the F helix are interpreted in terms of a holoprotein which is less stable than a conventional length globin.